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Philadelphia Here I Come'set for six performances
By JOHN PLETZ
Verge editor

The
bittersweet
comic
play
"Philadelphia Here I Come!" will open at
8 p.m. Friday in the Doudna Fine Arts
Center Playroom.
Eastern students will provide six performances, running until Wednesday. All
shows; except a Sunday matinee, will
start at 8 p.m. The curtain will rise at 2
p.m. Sunday.
The play was first presented in 1964 al
the Dublin Theater Festival and was written by Irishman Brian Friel, a formel
elementary school teacher.
"Philadelphia Here I Come!" deals wit!:
the plight of Gareth O'Donnell, whc
decides to leave his homeland on a jet in
hopes of finding prosperity while living
with his aunt in America.
The young man is ready to leave, but
has difficulty telling the family and friends
he will leave behind how much he loves
them .
"The play really is about human beings
and the difficulty of being able to say to
another human being 'I love you ,'" said
Clarence Blanchette, director of the play.
"That's pretty much what the play is concerned with, the human experience ."
Blanchette added the human experience of the main character, Gareth,
will be presented in a unique way. The
main character 45 played by two different
actors who will portray the character's
public and private self.
"I think (the public and private self concept) is difficult, but hopefully (the audience) will understand that coming in,"
Blanchette said.
Junior John P. Tabor will portray
O'Donnell's public self and senior
Thomas Rhett Kee will portray the young
Irishman's alter ego.
Junior Troy Mayfield will play O'Donnell's father, senior Laura Rubidge is his
aunt across the Atlantic and sophomore
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Steye Echols, as "Tom," (left) arm wrestles Gary Denton as "Ned," mediates the contest. Kevin Peters (right) as "Joe" looks on enwhile Thomas Rhett Kee (middle) as "Private Gareth" aggressively thusiastically.
Heather Gladney and senior Ann Lloyd
have been double-cast as the girl he loved, but failed to marry.
Junior Angela Snead has been
selected as t~e O'Donnell's affectionate,
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Ju nio r John Tabor (foreground) stares into the past as senior Thomas Rhett Kee stands
behind him. Tabor (Public Gareth) and Kee (Private Gareth) have a duo role in the
theater department's prqduction of 'Philadelphia Here I Come.

but unrewarded, housekeeper.
Freshmen Kenneth Barnett, Jack
Smith, Steve Echols and Kevin Peters;
junior Ken Foster; and sophomores Gary
Denton, Gerald Lunsford and Bruce
Janu round out the cast.
Although the 15-member cast is ready
for opening night, Blanchette was unsure
at first whether he would have enough
bodies to present the play at all.
"This is the first time I've done a show
where I didn't have the full cast to start
rehearSing with," the Keane State and
UniverSity of Iowa graduate said of his
fourth Eastern production.
"I was a little concerned we didn't have
the full cast, but I felt the core of the cast
was strong. It didn't really bother me, and
we went right to work."
And Blanchette's cast has been working long hours since late October to
prepare for Friday's show. He said the
schedule of six rehearsals a week is
tedious.
"Perhaps I do have more rehearsals
than most," Blanchette said. "I feel I need
the time . I'm so immersed in (the production). I'm not one who can turn it all off
for a few days and then turn it back on.
I'm either all go or not at all."
Hard work is not the only mark Blanchette has embellished on his latest production. As a stage design and lighting instructor at Eastern for 15 years, his first
concern for the play was its set.
"Having done so much with scene
design in my career, I think it makes me
very practical (as a director) ," he said. "I
start with an environment. I have to get
the visual scene in a show, and then
move to the script. Everybody starts at a
differen t point."
Blanchette started by moving the play
from the 300-plus-seat UniverSity
Theater to the more intimate 110-seat

Playroom next door.
The Playroom's smaller size presents a
set design challenge to create "more with
less," he said. However, intimacy and
. (See Philadelphia, page 6B)
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Director Clarence Blanchett watches the
dress rehearsal while taking notes on a
'
tape reco rder.

~ Phi l adelphia,_~_____~____---"-/_from page 18
fewer 'design elements may also
mean smaller audiences and
smaller box office receipts,
"Audience size is one of the
things yot.. give up ;" he said .
"But I thinK this play works well
in close quarters, I've only
directed Qne play in The
Playroom, '
"It's more intimate, and I think
the actors need that audiehceactor relationship ," Blanchette
added, -,'It's also a different
design and lighting experience,"
The Playroom's small size will
oea differe nt experience for the
a udience as well. Unlike the proscenium stage in the main
theater -of the fine arts center,
The' Playroom's thrust-type stage
invites more participation than
spectation from the audience. '
"In The . Playroom we can
rearrange the audience/actor
relationship. "
'The audience also has a diffe rent relationship with the audience. You can look across the
action on stage and see audience
on the other side ," he added.
_ ·.'In a theater, you can only see
the backs of people's heads. but
(The Playroom) is a totally different kind of theater experience ."
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Thomas Rhett Kee (left) as Private Gareth, performs
a dance to get Troy Mayfield's attention. Mayfield
will play the part of S.B. O'Donnell during the per-

formances of 'Philadelphia Here I Come' which
begin Friday.

